Our mission is to preserve and protect Monroe County’s abundant, pure water.
We believe education that leads to citizens’ involvement with watershed issues
and local planning efforts are the key to Monroe County water protection.
Indian Creek Watershed Association (ICWA) works with county residents and diverse experts and organizations
to better understand and preserve our water resources. We support long-term planning for water protection and
responding to watershed threats with field-based data and scientific analyses.
Please join us. Get your feet wet and learn more about Monroe County’s water.
ICWA’s website is full of information about our projects, plus access to reports and resources.

Volunteers in Action

Citizen Scientists and Watershed Stewards
Monroe volunteers monitor streams, map springs and
clear debris from Indian Creek, as ICWA partners
with county and state environmental groups.
• In 2016, ICWA hosted two free stream-monitoring
workshops: one led by WVDEP’s “Save Our
Streams” and another by Trout Unlimited and
West Virginia Rivers Coalition.

• Monthly stream monitoring is underway at multiple locations
in the Indian Creek Watershed including one site adopted by
the James Monroe High School JROTC. The North Fork of
Potts Creek near Waiteville is also being monitored.
• Responding to requests from landowners on and near the
proposed MVP pipeline, ICWA volunteers have mapped
more than 38 springs on Peters Mountain and 83 springs in
the Ellison Ridge/Greenville area. This is an ongoing project;
interested landowners can contact ICWA for information.
• The annual Indian Creek Canoe Clean-up in April, part of the
statewide “Make It Shine” effort, launches a flotilla of canoes
and kayaks, with land support to offload trash along the route.
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ICWA: Partnering to Preserve and Protect Monroe County’s Water
“Warm Spring, Cold Spring, High Spring, Low Spring”
Unlocking Peters Mountain mysteries

ICWA is partnering with WVU to conduct a multi-year project to study the properties—and potential
interconnections—of springs along Peters Mountain. Lead researchers are Associate Professor of Geology
Dorothy Vesper and Master’s candidate Emily Bausher.
• 17 data loggers have been placed in 14
springs along the length of Peters Mountain
from Sweet Springs to Peterstown,
including springs serving our public water
districts. Data generated every 10 minutes
will help determine the relationship of the
surface water to groundwater.
• 5 stream gauges have been installed in
creeks whose headwaters originate on
Peters Mountain. These gauges will help
determine the amount of water that flows
from the Mountain.
• All work is being done with the permission
and participation of private landowners and
the county’s public water districts.

The Importance of First-Order Streams and Forested Ridgetops
Reports on watershed impacts from proposed Mountain Valley Pipeline
In a cross-county initiative, ICWA engaged Pamela C. Dodds, Ph.D.,
Licensed Professional Geologist, to assess watershed impacts of
proposed MVP construction in Summers and Monroe Counties.
• MVP’s plan to “run the ridges” is especially damaging, according
to Dr. Dodds.
• Deforestation, blasting, leveling and soil
compaction in the headwater areas of firstorder streams would cause severe soil erosion,
stormwater run-off and threats to springs and
other groundwater resources.
• MVP’s construction practices would disrupt
and destroy critical aquatic life in the headwater
areas, with negative impacts to the health of the
watershed downstream.
• ICWA submitted six Dodds reports to the
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission
(FERC).
• These detail impacts of MVP construction on
Indian Creek subwatersheds, Peters Mountain
karst, the Greenbrier River and Summers
County subwatersheds. (All reports are
available on the ICWA website.)

ICWA Interactive Environmental Map

Harnessing technology to assess and share water-related risks
Visit the ICWA website to try this interactive map and find out more about your property. The map was launched
in June 2016 to help identify and assess risks to Monroe County’s watersheds. A collaborative effort with
Summers County, the project was supported by
contributions from individuals and organizations in
both counties. Technical development and hosting is
by Downstream Strategies of Alderson, WV.

• The ICWA map is a free interactive tool
available to the public on the ICWA website.
• The map is valuable as a long-term resource
to help residents and officials assess
vulnerabilities across the county for water
protection and development planning.
• The map currently depicts the proposed
MVP route throughout West Virginia with a
focus on Monroe and Summers Counties The
zoom in/out feature allows for big-picture
and close-up analysis.
• Map layers can be turned on or off to
view different features such as core forest,
karst areas, soil erosion potential, depth to
bedrock, etc.—which can show multiple compound effects.
• Significant risks take place outside the 125 ft. construction corridor—from access roads, temporary work
spaces, hydrostatic testing and water withdrawals.
• In a comment to the FERC, ICWA emphasized the inter-related and cumulative effects of MVP construction.
A set of 22 maps (examples above) highlighted issues such as core forest loss, severe soil erosion potential
and groundwater risk along the 20-mile corridor through Monroe County.

Karst Concerns: A Defining Issue for Monroe County
In 2012, ICWA sponsored a yearlong public awareness campaign, The Year of the Karst. Karst remains a
defining water issue for the county.
• Monroe is included in the 2016 expert report by Ernst
Kastning, Ph.D., P.G., on geologic hazards in the
Appalachian karst regions that would be crossed by
the proposed MVP pipeline. Dr. Kastning concludes
that “karst and associated hazards [steep slopes,
land instability, weak soils and potential seismicity]
constitute a serious incompatibility with the proposed
pipeline. The effect of these threats … renders this
region as a ‘no-build’ zone for the project.”
• A 2016 USGS report—prepared with the WV Dept. of
Health and Human Resources to assess source waterinfluenced groundwater supplies following the January
2014 chemical spill in Charleston—notes that the
karst hydrogeologic setting in Greenbrier and Monroe
Counties “is possibly the most intrinsically susceptible
aquifer in West Virginia.”

Watershed Watchers Expand to Rich Creek
ICWA supports new interest in monitoring Rich Creek and protecting the
source water supplies of the Red Sulphur Public Service District (RSPSD),
the county’s largest public water district.
• In 2015, the first contamination event in RSPSD history was linked
to the 2014 construction of a natural gas pipeline over karst terrain on
Peters Mountain. The proposed MVP also threatens RSPSD source
water areas, crossing Peters Mountain karst near the historic Rich Creek
cave and spring, and streams in RSPSD’s zone of critical concern.
• An ICWA Stream Partners grant from WVDEP has helped provide
monitoring equipment, materials and start-up support for Rich Creek
volunteers.

Abandoned Wells Help Map Underground Geology and Water
ICWA is assisting USGS scientists locate abandoned wells as part of the statewide USGS Borehole Geophysical
Assessment Program. This program will provide subsurface geologic and hydrologic data—critical information
in understanding the county’s aquifer characteristics. The USGS is also exploring the potential for a broader
hydrogeological study of Monroe County.
ICWA welcomes the chance to work with individuals and organizations interested in
protecting Monroe County’s water. Please contact us for information on how to get involved.
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